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The ILC at 250 GeV is a ``Higgs factory’’, i.e. a facility with a great 
potential for doing Higgs physics.                                    


Why is this important? 


• The ``electroweak phase transition’’ in the early Universe


• The origin of mass of elementary particles


• Relation to the imbalance between matter and antimatter in the 
Universe?


• Connection to the ``dark sector’’ of the Universe?

30

A. What is Higgs physics about and why are we 
interested in it?
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Study of Higgs physics provides information about the 
``electroweak phase transition’’ in the early Universe
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The origin of mass of elementary particles

The successful description of the known interactions (= forces) of 
nature arises from fundamental symmetries that we call ``gauge 
symmetries’’.


It was realised already several decades ago that masses of 
elementary particles seem to violate those fundamental symmetries.


This led to the idea that the interactions respect the fundamental 
symmetries but not the state of lowest energy, which is called the 
vacuum.


Such a situation is called ``spontaneous symmetry breaking’’ and 
sounds very complicated.


But it frequently happens in nature and is much simpler than it 
sounds.
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An example of spontaneous symmetry breaking

The standing pencil 
is in a state which 
is symmetric with 
respect to rotations 
along its axis.

33

But this is not the 
state of lowest 
energy. The pencil 
will fall over into a 
particular direction. 
This breaks the 
symmetry.

We believe that the same as for the pencil also happened in the early 
Universe when it cooled down after the Big Bang.                     

Nature had to choose one particular state of lowest energy, the 
``vacuum’’ state, that breaks the gauge symmetry.                                                            

The Higgs-boson field was postulated by Brout, Englert and Higgs in 
1964 in order to enable such a spontaneous symmetry breaking. 

The vacuum state of the Universe arises from the ``Higgs potential’’ 
formed by the Higgs field.
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The Higgs discovery confirms this idea 
The vacuum has a non-trivial structure arising from a ``Higgs potential’’ 

34

1 The Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism and the SM Higgs sector 3

gauge invariant mass term from coupling to Higgs field

SSB: L is invariant under symmetry transformation, but not the ground states
example: ferromagnet, pencil on the tip
goal: gauge-invariant mass term for gauge boson and fermion from couplings to scalar fields

1.3 Minimal version: SM Higgs sector

scalar SU(2) doublet field (complex) � =

✓
�+

�0

◆
with �� = (�+)† and

�+ = 1p
2
(�3 + i�4) and �0 = 1p

2
(�1 + i�2),

where all �i are real ! 4 degrees of freedom (dof)
generators for weak isospin: I3W
weak hypercharge: YW
electric charge: Q

SSB: SU(2)I⇥U(1)Y
SSB��!U(1)em

assignment of quantum numbers Q = I3W + 1
2YW

! weak hypercharge of �: YW = 1

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the potential V (�).

Higgs potential: V (�) = �
4 (�

†�)2 � µ2�†�
� � 0: potential bounded from below
µ2 > 0: SSB

Minimum of V : (�†�) = 1
2(�

2
1 + �2

2 + �2
3 + �2

4) =
2µ2

�

! non-vanishing vacuum expectation value (VEV) v: |h�i|2 = 2µ2

� =: v2

2
! infinite set of degenerate ground states
transform into each other under symmetry transformation

QFT: need to expand around ground state ! selection of specific ground state ! SSB

Prediction: the mass of every elementary particle is proportional to 
the fundamental constant v and to the coupling of the Higgs boson 
to this particle.

v: ``vacuum 
expectation 
value’’; 
fundamental 
property of the 
vacuum state

Higgs potential
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The puzzle of the Higgs mass
The mass of the discovered new particle, MH ≈ 125 GeV, is similar to v 
and to the masses of the W and Z bosons and the top quark.            
We call this the weak scale, Mweak.

The scale of gravity, MPlanck, is 17 orders of magnitude larger than the 
weak scale, i.e.         MPlanck ≈ 100000000000000000 Mweak

This causes a problem, since via quantum effects the Higgs mass 
should be affected by such huge contributions.                                
How can the Higgs mass be as small as 125 GeV?

All other elementary particle masses are ``protected’’ by known 
symmetries. But what protects the Higgs mass?

Possible explanations: 


• A new symmetry of nature   ⟶   Supersymmetry?

• A new fundamental interaction of nature   ⟶   composite Higgs? 

• Extra dimensions of space   ⟶   impact on gravity at small scales? 

• Multiverses   ⟶   anthropic principle?
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• In order to understand the underlying physics of the Higgs boson 
we need to determine its properties as precisely as possible.


• This refers in particular to the couplings of the Higgs boson to 
other particles, which are at the foundation of our ideas about the 
origin of mass of elementary particles.


• These measurements can reveal whether the Higgs boson is an 
elementary particle or whether it has a substructure of more 
fundamental particles. The latter possibility would resemble the 
``Cooper pairs’’ of the case of superconductivity.


• They also provide information on whether there is just a single 
Higgs or whether there are further Higgs bosons.


• They may also reveal the origin of the imbalance between matter 
and anti-matter in the Universe and tell us about the relation 
between the electroweak phase transition and the phase of 
inflation in the early Universe.

36

What do we need to know?
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The Higgs boson: a portal to the ``dark sector’’ of 
the Universe?
We don’t know what the ``dark sector’’ of the Universe (dark matter 
and dark energy) is made of, which accounts for 96% of the Universe.

37

Dark matter interacts at most very weakly with the known ordinary 
matter. The Higgs boson(s) can act as a ``mediator’’ between the 
visible and the dark sector.                                                                    
Higgs decays into dark matter particles would give rise to an 
``invisible’’ decay mode (``missing energy’’ signature).
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Comparison:


Experimental environments of the LHC (proton-proton scattering) 
and the ILC (electron-positron scattering)

38

B. More details on the physics programme of the 
ILC at 250 GeV
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LHC: proton-proton (pp) scattering

39

Proton: composite particle


Scattering process of 
proton constituents 

p p

Affected by the    
strong interaction

Protons can be accelerated to high energies                                       
Very large backgrounds from effects of the strong interaction              
Low signal-to-background ratios (``search for needle in haystack’’)
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ILC: electron-positron (e-e+) scattering

40

Electron, positron: elementary particles, not affected by strong interaction

Clean experimental environment:                                                   
Well-defined initial state, complete knowledge of energy and 
momentum of the collision process                                             
Tuneable energy, polarisation of the electron and positron beams                                                        
Very small backgrounds                                                                           
High-precision physics


Hadron colliders (LHC) and lepton colliders (ILC) provide 
complementary information, both needed for the understanding of 
nature; long success story of interplay of hadron and lepton colliders

Higgs Physics, Georg Weiglein, Nikhef Topical Lectures, Amsterdam, 04 / 2016

Physics at the LHC and the ILC (in a nutshell)

7

Physics at LHC and ILC in a nutshell

LHC: pp scattering

at <
∼ 14 TeV

Scattering process of proton

constituents with energy up to

several TeV,

strongly interacting

⇒ huge QCD backgrounds,

low signal–to–backgr. ratios

ILC: e+e− scattering

at <
∼ 1 TeV

Clean exp. environment:

well-defined initial state,

tunable energy,

beam polarization, GigaZ,

γγ, eγ, e−e− options, . . .

⇒ rel. small backgrounds

high-precision physics
– p. 2
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Higgs production cross section as function of the ILC collision energy:

41

Figure 3: Cross sections for the three major Higgs production processes as a function of
center of mass energy, from [2].

13

ILC at 250 GeV is a ``Higgs factory’’

~500 000 
produced 
Higgs 
bosons for 
a luminosity 
of 2 ab-1

The number of 
produced Higgs 
bosons is 
obtained from 
the cross section 
times the 
luminosity

250 GeV is the energy at which the largest number 
of Higgs and Z bosons will be produced
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Impact of beam polarisation at ILC 250

42

e− e+

σRR 1+Pe−
2 ·1+Pe+

2

σLL 1−Pe−
2 ·1−Pe+

2

Jz = 0

σRL 1+Pe−
2 ·1−Pe+

2

σLR 1−Pe−
2 ·1+Pe+

2

Jz = 1

Beam polarisation is crucial for investigating observables like left-right 
asymmetries, which have a high sensitivity for discriminating between 
different realisations of the underlying physics and for the determination 
of chiral quantum numbers.
The polarisation of both the 
electron and the positron 
beams yields four distinct sets 
of observables instead of only 
two observables for the case 
where only electron beam is 
polarised.
Most important reactions can be studied with opposite-sign polarisation, 
but the two like-sign polarisation configurations provide additional 
information that can be unique.

Enhancement of effective luminosity and sensitivity to rare processes⇒
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ILC 250 with polarisation of both beams

43

• Efficient enhancement of the investigated signal and reduction of 
the backgrounds


• Control of systematic uncertainties


• Transverse beam polarisation can only be exploited if both beams 
are polarised. Certain observables can only be accessed with 
transverse beam polarisation.


• Background determination and discrimination of signal and 
backgrounds in dark matter searches


• High sensitivity to the chirality and tensor structure of the produced 
particles  
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Higgs mass measurement: the need for high precision
Measuring the mass of the discovered signal with high 
precision is of interest in its own right


But a high-precision measurement has also direct implications 
for probing Higgs physics


MH: crucial input parameter for Higgs physics


BR(H → ZZ*), BR(H → WW*): highly sensitive to precise 
numerical value of MH 


A change in MH of 0.2 GeV shifts BR(H → ZZ*) by 2.5%! 


Need high-precision determination of MH to exploit the 
sensitivity of BR(H → ZZ*), ... to test BSM physics

44

⇒
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Higgs Physics, Georg Weiglein, Nikhef Topical Lectures, Amsterdam, 04 / 2016

Higgs coupling determination at the LHC
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Higgs coupling determination at the LHC

Problem: no absolute measurement of total production cross
section (no recoil method like LEP, ILC: e+e− → ZH,
Z → e+e−, µ+µ−)

Production × decay at the LHC yields combinations of Higgs
couplings (Γprod,decay ∼ g2prod,decay):

σ(H)× BR(H → a+ b) ∼
ΓprodΓdecay

Γtot
,

Large uncertainty on dominant decay for light Higgs: H → bb̄

⇒Without further assumtions, total Higgs width cannot
be determined

⇒ LHC can directly determine only ratios of couplings,
e.g. g2Hττ/g

2
HWW

Beyond the Standard Model (Higgs), Georg Weiglein, IMFP13, Santander, 05 / 2013 – p. 49
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⇒
Higgs Physics, Georg Weiglein, Nikhef Topical Lectures, Amsterdam, 04 / 2016
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⇒

(Production) x (decay) at the LHC yields combinations of Higgs 
couplings (                                       ): 


The total Higgs width cannot be determined without further 
assumptions at the LHC
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Coupling determination: comparison with the LHC
Problem at the LHC: no absolute measurement of the production cross 
sections (no recoil method)

Current status at LHC: 

Dao Valerio 25 years LHC symposium - 15/12/2017

Cross section normalized to SM
1− 0 1 2 3 4 5

Measurement

Stat. uncertainty

Syst. uncertainty

SM prediction

 PreliminaryATLAS
-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs
4l→ZZ*→H and γγ→H
|<2.5

H
y = 125.09 GeV, |Hm

ggF

VBF

VH

Htt

�14

Snapshot of the Higgs boson landscape:  Run 1+Run 2

✦ Additional statistics is needed to:  
✦ improve the precision of the existing measurements 
✦ assess rare production/decay modes 
✦ expand differential cross section measurements

Observed decays:  31%

Evidence:  58%

H->bb (only)

1.2 ± 0.3(combination)

1.20 ± 0.24

(*) First direct limits on H➞cc 
(ATLAS-CONF-2017-078)!
σ ZH x Br(H➞cc��) < 2.7 pb

(*)

[ATLAS, CMS Collaborations ’17]

Even the dominant 
decay of a SM-like 
Higgs into bb is not 
firmly established yet 

Observed decays: 
WW, ZZ, 𝛕𝛕, 𝛾𝛾

Evidences:                
ATLAS: 3.6 σ, CMS: 3.8 σ
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Signal strengths from LHC Run 1: ATLAS + CMS

 B norm. to SM prediction⋅ σ
6− 4− 2− 0 2 4 6 8 10

bb
ττ

WW
γγ

bb
ττ

WW
γγ

bb
ττ

WW
γγ
ττ

WW
ZZ
γγ
ττ

WW
ZZ
γγ

 Run 1LHC
CMS and ATLAS σ1±Observed 

Th. uncert.

ttH
gg

F
ZH

VB
F

W
H

Figure 7: Best fit values of �i · B f for each specific channel i ! H ! f , as obtained from the generic paramet-
erisation with 23 parameters for the combination of the ATLAS and CMS measurements. The error bars indicate
the 1� intervals. The fit results are normalised to the SM predictions for the various parameters and the shaded
bands indicate the theoretical uncertainties in these predictions. Only 20 parameters are shown because some are
either not measured with a meaningful precision, in the case of the H ! ZZ decay channel for the WH, ZH, and
ttH production processes, or not measured at all and therefore fixed to their corresponding SM predictions, in the
case of the H ! bb decay mode for the ggF and VBF production processes.

21

[ATLAS and CMS 
Collaborations ’16,      
Run 1 combination]

Measurements of cross sections times branching rations normalised 
to the prediction of the Standard Model                             
Uncertainties in most channels are large

Note:       
the scale 
extends 
from -600% 
to +1000%!

Signal strength:

Higgs physics after the discovery, Georg Weiglein, Physikalisches Kolloquium, Universität Siegen, 11 / 2013

ATLAS and CMS: individual channels and overall 
signal strengths

28

ATLAS & CMS  
Studies on Higgs  

Y. Enari 
Summary on HÆbosons  

ATLAS CMS 
Obs Exp Obs Exp 

HÆ JJ� 7.4 4.3 3.2 4.2 

HÆZZ 6.6 4.4 6.7 7.1 

HÆWW 3.8 3.8 4.0 5.1 

10 

P   1.30±0.20 P�  0.80±0.14  P =   V × Br 
( V × Br)SM  

Significance 

Each observed significance is > 3 V.  Rates are consistent with SM. 

• Split data sample to enhance S/B 
– Detector response, Physics backgrounds 
– Signal prod. process 

• MVA analysis 
– Both in Object IDs and final analysis. 
– More often used in CMS. 
 

�S = 7 TeV,  8 TeV  
          5 fb-1 + 20 fb-1 

MH =125.5±0.2stat±0.6syst GeV MH =125.7±0.3stat±0.3syst GeV 

Indicates 
deviations 
from the SM 
predictions
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Projections for HL-LHC and ILC, no additional theory 
assumptions (ILC 250: only 250 fb-1)
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BR(H → NP)

0.90 0.925 0.95 0.975 1.00 1.025 1.05 1.075 1.10

κV

κu

κd

κℓ

κg

κγ

HiggsSignals

HL− LHC (Γtot free)

HL− LHC⊕ ILC 250 (σtotal
ZH )

HL− LHC⊕ ILC 250

HL− LHC⊕ ILC 500

HL− LHC⊕ ILC 1000

0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

Figure 21. Future precision of Higgs couplings using the ultimate HL-LHC measurements alone
and in combination with ILC measurements. In all scenarios, the total width is not constrained by
assumptions on the additional Higgs decay or limited scale factor ranges (e.g. κV ≤ 1). (TS: This
plot can easily be done also for the 8-dim. fit.)

– 42 –

[P. Bechtle et al. ’14]
HiggsSignals

HL-LHC
HL-LHC + ILC 250
HL-LHC
HL-LHC + ILC 250
HL-LHC
HL-LHC + ILC 250
HL-LHC

HL-LHC
HL-LHC + ILC 250

HL-LHC
HL-LHC + ILC 250

ϰi: modification 

of coupling 
compared to SM 
value (ϰiSM = 1)

Already the single 
measurement of 
the HZ cross 
section at ILC 250 
yields a very large  

improvement of 
the LHC 
accuracies!

⇒
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V  1

Prospects for Higgs-coupling determinations at  
HL-LHC and ILC: with theory assumption on ϰV
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BR(H → inv.)

0.90 0.925 0.95 0.975 1.00 1.025 1.05 1.075 1.10

κW

κZ

κu
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κγ
← 0.82 1.15→

HiggsSignals

HL− LHC (S2, opt.)

ILC 250
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ILC 1000 (LumiUp)

0.0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

(a) Assume BR(H → NP) ≡ BR(H → inv.).

BR(H → NP)

0.90 0.925 0.95 0.975 1.00 1.025 1.05 1.075 1.10

κW

κZ

κu

κd

κℓ

κg

κγ
← 0.82 1.15→

HiggsSignals

HL− LHC (S2, opt.)

ILC 250

ILC 500

ILC 1000

ILC 1000 (LumiUp)

0.0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

(b) Assume κV ≤ 1.

Figure 19: Prospective model-dependent Higgs coupling determination at the ILC in comparison with
the (optimistic) HL-LHC scenario.

While the κZ scale factor can be probed already quite accurately at the early ILC stage at 250 GeV
due to the dominant Higgs-Strahlungsprocess, the κW determination is less precise, δκW ∼ 4.0%. This
picture changes at the later stages of the ILC with higher center-of-mass energies (denoted as ILC500
and ILC1000) where the W -boson fusion process becomes the dominant production mode. Here, all
scale factors in this parametrization except κγ can be determined to a precision of ! 2.5% using only
ILC measurements. After the luminosity upgrade (denoted ILC1000 (LumiUp)), even the κγ coupling
can be probed with an accuracy of ! 2.5% and the remaining couplings are determined at the ! 1%
level, using ILC measurements only. In the case where κV ≤ 1 is imposed instead of assuming an
invisible Higgs decay, the upper limit on BR(H → NP) inferred from the fit improves significantly at
the ILC from 8.5% to 3.3% at the 95% C.L..

As stated earlier, the assumptions made in the previous fits are unnecessary at the ILC once the
total cross section measurement of the e−e+ → ZH process is taken into account. Therefore, model-
independent estimates of the Higgs coupling accuracies can be obtained, which are shown in Fig. 20(a)
and (b) for the ILC only and HL-LHC⊕ ILC combined measurements, respectively. The values are also
listed in Tab. 12. The estimates obtained for the ILC-only measurements in this model-independent
approach are only slightly weaker than obtained under additional model-assumptions, cf. Fig. 19. A
model-independent 95% C.L. upper limit on BR(H → NP) of ! 5.8% can be obtained at the early
ILC stage (ILC250), which improves to ! 4.1 − 4.4% at the later (baseline) ILC stages. The more
precise measurement of the e−e+ → ZH cross section with a luminosity upgrade at 250 GeV pushes
the limit further down, such that we have BR(H → NP) ! 2.2% at the ultimate ILC stage.
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HiggsSignalsAssumed:

[P. Bechtle et al. ’14]
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[LCC Physics Working Group ’17]

ILC 250: large quantitative + qualitative improvements over HL-LHC                                                                                           
Precision at the 1% level reachable for many couplings                      

HL-LHC             


HL-LHC⊕ILC 250


HL-LHC⊕ILC 250 
⊕ILC 500
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Discovery potential of ILC 250 for invisible decays 
and decays that are ``undetectable’’ at the LHC
Direct search for H → invisible at ILC 250 has sensitivity down to 
branching ratios 0.3%                                                                          
If there are dark matter particles with a mass below half of the Higgs 
mass, then the Higgs decay into a pair of those particles will give rise 
to an invisible decay mode                                                                         
Discovery potential for dark matter and other new physics


Complementary sensitivity via high-precision measurements of the 
Higgs couplings: the presence of an invisible decay mode leads to a 
simultaneous suppression of all other branching ratios! 


Also sensitivity at the %-level to decays that are ``undetectable’’ at 
the LHC: decay products that cannot be resolved from the QCD 
background (non-b jets, gg, …)


``Exotic’’ decay modes: large                                                            
improvements over HL-LHC

50

⇒
In addition, we are sensitive to Higgs decays to dark matter 
or hidden sectors, through the “Higgs” or “neutrino” portal. 
It is possible to have substantial BRs to completely new 
sectors with no Standard Model interactions. 

Using tagged Higgs decays from                    , we can look 
for the most general exotic decay signals to BRs below  
(1000 produced events). 

e+e� ! Zh

Liu, Wang, and Zhang21

10�3

[Z. Liu, L.T. Wang, H. Zhang ’17]
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Discovery potential of ILC 250 to the production of 
new particles
Example: dark matter


+ Higgs as mediator                                  


Example: one or more additional light Higgs boson(s)                        
In a large variety of models with extended Higgs sectors the squared 
couplings to gauge bosons add up to the coupling of the SM Higgs, 
i.e. the SM coupling strength is ``shared’’ between the Higgses of an 
extended Higgs sector (this ensures the correct high-energy 
behaviour of longitudinal gauge boson scattering). SM-like couplings 
of the state at 125 GeV imply suppressed couplings of the other 
Higgses to gauge bosons. The searches carried out so far at LEP, the 
Tevatron and the LHC hardly constrain additional light Higgs bosons 
with suppressed  couplings to gauge bosons.


Large discovery potential for ILC 250!
51

⇒

The case for an ILC in view of recent LHC results, Georg Weiglein, Partikeldagarna 2013, Lund, 10 / 2013

Dark matter production at the ILC

49

New physics: dark matter

ILC: model-independent reconstruction of weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP) ⇔ dark matter candidate

Use WIMP production process where a photon is emitted in
the initial state:

?
χ

χ

+e

-e

γ

⇒ Reconstruct WIMP signal from the recoil mass distribution:
M2

recoil = s− 2
√
sEγ

– p. 7

yields complementary                                                                                                             
sensitivity to the LHC 
and to direct detection 
experiments
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Further examples of the physics programme of the 
ILC at 250 GeV
CP properties of the Higgs boson:  


While the LHC measurements excluded the hypothesis that the 
detected Higgs boson is a pure CP-odd state, the limits on the 
possibility that it could be a mixture of CP-even and CP-odd 
components are very weak.                                                                 
The ILC measurements could reveal the presence of CP-violation in 
the Higgs sector, which would have important implications for our 
understanding of the imbalance between matter and anti-matter in 
the Universe.


Electroweak physics:                                                                             


Precision measurements of WW production and 2-fermion 
production are very sensitive probes of possible effects of new 
physics.
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Backup
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The quest for identifying the underlying physics

In general 2HDM-type models one expects % level 
deviations from the SM couplings for BSM particles in 
the TeV range, e.g. 

„Required“ accuracy 

Higgs physics at ILC K. Desch - Higgs physics at ILC 32 

choose this value as a reference point, then, for tan � = 5 and taking c ' 1, the h0

couplings are approximately given by

ghV V

ghSMV V

' 1� 0.3%

✓
200 GeV

mA

◆
4

ghtt

ghSMtt

=
ghcc

ghSMcc

' 1� 1.7%

✓
200 GeV

mA

◆
2

ghbb

ghSMbb

=
gh⌧⌧

ghSM⌧⌧

' 1 + 40%

✓
200 GeV

mA

◆
2

. (13)

At the lower end of the range, the LHC experiments should see the deviation in the
hbb or h⌧⌧ coupling. However, the heavy MSSM Higgs bosons can easily be as heavy
as a TeV without fine tuning of parameters. In this case, the deviations of the gauge
and up-type fermion couplings are well below the percent level, while those of the
Higgs couplings to b and ⌧ are at the percent level,

ghbb

ghSMbb

=
gh⌧⌧

ghSM⌧⌧

' 1 + 1.7%

✓
1 TeV

mA

◆
2

. (14)

In this large-mA region of parameter space, vertex corrections from SUSY particles
are typically also at the percent level.

More general two-Higgs-doublet models follow a similar pattern, with the largest
deviation appearing in the Higgs coupling to fermion(s) that get their mass from the
Higgs doublet with the smaller vev. The decoupling with mA in fact follows the same
quantitative pattern so long as the dimensionless couplings in the Higgs potential are
not larger than O(g2), where g is the weak gauge coupling.

2.2.3 New states to solve the gauge hierarchy problem

Many models of new physics are proposed to solve the gauge hierarchy problem by
removing the quadratic divergences in the loop corrections to the Higgs field mass
term µ2. Supersymmetry and Little Higgs models provide examples. Such models
require new scalar or fermionic particles with masses below a few TeV that cancel the
divergent loop contributions to µ2 from the top quark. For this to work, the couplings
of the new states to the Higgs must be tightly constrained in terms of the top quark
Yukawa coupling. Usually the new states have the same electric and color charge as
the top quark, which implies that they will contribute to the loop-induced hgg and
h�� couplings. The new loop corrections contribute coherently with the Standard
Model loop diagrams.
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For scalar new particles (e.g., the two top squarks in the MSSM), the resulting
e↵ective hgg and h�� couplings are given by

ghgg /
����F1/2

(mt) +
2m2

t

m2

T

F
0

(mT )

���� ,

gh�� /
����F1

(mW ) +
4

3
F

1/2

(mt) +
4

3

2m2

t

m2

T

F
0

(mT )

���� . (15)

Here F
1

, F
1/2

, and F
0

are the loop factors defined in [17] for spin 1, spin 1/2, and spin
0 particles in the loop, and mT is the mass of the new particle(s) that cancels the
top loop divergence. For application to the MSSM, we have set the two top squark
masses equal for simplicity. For fermionic new particles (e.g., the top-partner in Little
Higgs models), the resulting e↵ective couplings are

ghgg /
����F1/2

(mt) +
m2

t

m2

T

F
1/2

(mT )

���� ,

gh�� /
����F1

(mW ) +
4

3
F

1/2

(mt) +
4

3

m2

t

m2

T

F
1/2

(mT )

���� . (16)

For simplicity, we have ignored the mixing between the top and its partner. For
mh = 120–130 GeV, the loop factors are given numerically by F

1

(mW ) = 8.2–8.5
and F

1/2

(mt) = �1.4. For mT � mh, the loop factors tend to constant values,
F

1/2

(mT )! �4/3 and F
0

(mT )! �1/3.

Very generally, then, such models predict deviations of the loop-induced Higgs
couplings from top-partners of the decoupling form. Numerically, for a scalar top-
partner,

ghgg

ghSMgg

' 1 + 1.4%

✓
1 TeV

mT

◆
2

,
gh��

ghSM��

' 1� 0.4%

✓
1 TeV

mT

◆
2

, (17)

and for a fermionic top-partner,

ghgg

ghSMgg

' 1 + 2.9%

✓
1 TeV

mT

◆
2

,
gh��

ghSM��

' 1� 0.8%

✓
1 TeV

mT

◆
2

. (18)

A “natural” solution to the hierarchy problem that avoids fine tuning of the Higgs
mass parameter thus generically predicts deviations in the hgg and h�� couplings at
the few percent level due solely to loop contributions from the top-partners. These
e↵ective couplings are typically also modified by shifts in the tree-level couplings of
h to tt and WW .

The Littlest Higgs model [18,19] gives a concrete example. In this model, the one-
loop Higgs mass quadratic divergences from top, gauge, and Higgs loops are cancelled

29

by loop diagrams involving a new vector-like fermionic top-partner, new W 0 and Z 0

gauge bosons, and a triplet scalar. For a top-partner mass of 1 TeV, the new particles
in the loop together with tree-level coupling modifications combine to give [20]

ghgg

ghSMgg

= 1� (5% ⇠ 9%)

gh��

ghSM��

= 1� (5% ⇠ 6%), (19)

where the ranges correspond to varying the gauge- and Higgs-sector model parame-
ters. Note that the Higgs coupling to �� is also a↵ected by the heavy W 0 and triplet
scalars running in the loop. The tree-level Higgs couplings to tt and WW are also
modified by the higher-dimension operators arising from the nonlinear sigma model
structure of the theory.

2.2.4 Composite Higgs

Another approach to solve the hierarchy problem makes the Higgs a composite bound
state of fundamental fermions with a compositeness scale around the TeV scale. Such
models generically predict deviations in the Higgs couplings compared to the SM due
to higher-dimension operators involving the Higgs suppressed by the compositeness
scale. This leads to Higgs couplings to gauge bosons and fermions of order

ghxx

ghSMxx

' 1±O(v2/f2), (20)

where f is the compositeness scale.

As an example, the Minimal Composite Higgs model [21] predicts [22]

a ⌘ ghV V

ghSMV V

=
p

1� ⇠

c ⌘ ghff

ghSMff

=

⇢ p
1� ⇠ (MCHM4)

(1� 2⇠)/
p

1� ⇠ (MCHM5),
(21)

with ⇠ = v2/f2. Here MCHM4 refers to the fermion content of the original model
of Ref. [21], while MCHM5 refers to an alternate fermion embedding [23]. Again,
naturalness favors f ⇠ TeV, leading to

ghV V

ghSMV V

' 1� 3%

✓
1 TeV

f

◆
2

ghff

ghSMff

'
8
<

:
1� 3%

⇣
1 TeV

f

⌘
2

(MCHM4)

1� 9%
⇣

1 TeV

f

⌘
2

(MCHM5).
(22)
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Peskin et al 

⇒ Need very high precision for the couplings
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Total Higgs width: recent analyses from CMS and ATLAS
• Exploit different dependence of on-peak and off-peak 

contributions on the total width in Higgs decays to ZZ(∗) 


• CMS quote an upper bound of 𝛤/𝛤SM < 5.4 at 95% C.L., where 
8.0 was expected, ATLAS: 𝛤/𝛤SM < 5.7 at 95% C.L., 8.5 expect.


• Problem: equality of on-shell and far off-shell couplings 
assumed; relation can be severely affected by new physics 
contributions, in particular via threshold effects (note: effects of 
this kind may be needed to give rise to a Higgs-boson width 
that differs from the SM one by the currently probed amount)

55

[C. Englert, M. Spannowsky ’14]

[CMS Collaboration ’14] [ATLAS Collaboration ’14]

⇒ SM consistency test rather than model-independent bound
Destructive interference between Higgs- and gauge-boson contributions 
(unitarity cancellations) ⇒ difficult to reach 𝛤/𝛤SM ≈ 1 even for high statistics
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LC: constraints on the Higgs width via off-shell effects

56

[S. Liebler et al. ’15]

Limited sensitivity even with high integrated luminosity

Qualitative behaviour at the LHC is the same!

⇒
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Figure 12: Normalised event rates N(r)/N(1) as a function of r for the process e+e− →
νν̄ + 4jets for

√
s = 1TeV and a fixed polarisation with 95% uncertainty bands for different

integrated luminosities.

to a Poisson distribution

P(Nobs|N(r)) =
e−N(r)(N(r))Nobs

Nobs!
(15)

and that the observed rate equals the SM rate, i.e. Nobs = N(1). Accordingly, values of r
are excluded in this way if Nobs(r) lies outside of the 95% band of the Poisson distribution
P(Nobs|N(r)). The corresponding exclusion limits for r are also shown in Tab. 6. The inter-
ference term I lowers the sensitivity to r even for quite high statistics as it can be seen from
Fig. 12, where the exclusion limits on r are shown for three values of the integrated luminosity
at

√
s = 1TeV. The minimum of N(r) is in the vicinity of r = 1, so that a measurement of

N(r) in this region has the least sensitivity to r. If N(r) differs sufficiently from the minimum
value, a high-precision measurement of N(r) could result in a two-fold ambiguity in r. The
latter might only be resolved within this method by taking into account different final states.

√
s 350GeV 500GeV

N0 (
!

Ldt = 1 ab−1) 430 1024
R1 0.026 0.006
R2 0.005 0.006

Limit on r (
!

Ldt = 1 ab−1) 9.5 15

Limit on r (
!

Ldt = 1.5 ab−1) 5.4 8.2

Table 7: N0, R1 and R2 as a function of the cms energy for e+e− → µ+µ− + 4 jets with
m4j > 130GeV. The upper limits on r at 95% have been obtained according to our simplistic
Bayesian approach, using the assumptions specified in the text.

For the process e+e− → µ+µ− +4 jets the situation is different, since for this process the
interference term is positive and also no background events of the type NB as specified in
Eq. (14) need to be considered. The corresponding results are shown in Tab. 7. However, for
this process the achievable statistics limits the sensitivity to the Higgs width via this method.

22

Large negative signal - 
background interference

(reason: unitarity cancellations)

to the inclusion of higher order electroweak effects as reported in Section 4.3 however, simple
rescaling of cross sections is obviously wrong. Already in the pure SM the factor κV (mV V )
for mV V > 2mt rescales the top-(bottom-)quark-induced one-loop contributions to H → V V .

In the following we want to quantify the sensitivity of a linear collider to the Higgs width
from off-shell effects, where we restrict ourselves to rather small deviations from the SM having
in mind the above assumptions/problems. We consider again the process e+e− → νν̄+4 jets
simulated with MadGraph 5. We apply the same cuts as described in Section 5. Assuming a
signal strength of µ = 1, the dependence on r can be written in the form

N(r) = N0(1 +R1
√
r +R2r) +NB . (13)

Note, that N0 differs from NwoH by on-shell Higgs events. NB are background events e+e− →
e+e− + 4 jets with undetected leptons and can be taken from Tab. 5. Their dependence on r
is negligible for r < 10. We provide the parameters N0, R1 and R2 in Tab. 6, where N0 are
the number of events for an integrated luminosity of

!

Ldt = 500 fb−1 at the given energy.
As expected the interference term, reflected in R1, is large and negative and thus lowers the
sensitivity around r ∼ 1. For smaller

√
s on the other hand VBF is of less importance and

the interference term is therefore reduced in its relative size. To claim a possible exclusion of
large values of r, we perform a simplistic Bayesian approach: The probability P (N(r)|Nobs)
with N(r) being the expected number of events and Nobs the observed number of events
is related to P(Nobs|N(r)) through a prior π(N(r)), which we suppose to be constant as a
function of small r. Suppose the events to be distributed according to a Poisson distribution

P(Nobs|N(r)) =
e−N(r)(N(r))Nobs

Nobs!
(14)

and the observed rate equals the SM rate, i.e. Nobs = N(1), then we can exclude values of r,
where Nobs is not within the 95% uncertainty band of the Poisson distribution P(Nobs|N(r)).
The corresponding exclusions are added to Tab. 6. The interference term I lowers the sen-
sitivity to r for large

√
s even for quite high statistics as it can be seen from Fig. 12. The

minimum of N(r) is in the vicinity of one, thus either erasing the sensitivity to r completely
or providing an ambiguity of two possible values for r if statistics is high enough. The latter
might only be resolved by taking into account different final states.

√
s 350GeV 500GeV 1TeV

N0 (
!

Ldt = 500 fb−1) 263 1775 8420
R1 −0.017 −0.010 −0.098
R2 0.026 0.019 0.048

Limit on r (
!

Ldt = 500 fb−1) 7.0 3.8 2.8

Limit on r (
!

Ldt = 1 ab−1) 5.1 3.1 2.5

Table 6: N0, R1 and R2 as a function of the cms energy for e+e− → νν̄ + 4 jets with
m4j > 130GeV and pT,4j > 75GeV. Upper limits on r at 95% according to our simplistic
Bayesian approach.

In contrast for the process e+e− → µ+µ− + 4 jets the interference term is positive and
no background events NB need to be considered. Tab. 7 shows the corresponding result.

20

r = 𝛤/𝛤SM

Same theoretical assumptions 
as in LHC analyses
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CP properties

      properties: more difficult than spin, observed state can 
be any admixture of      -even and      -odd components  

57
Implications of the Higgs signal for BSM physics, Georg Weiglein, Planck 2014, Paris, 05 / 2014

CP properties

5

CP properties

CP-properties: more difficult situation, observed state can be
any admixture of CP-even and CP-odd components

Observables mainly used for investigaton of CP-properties
(H → ZZ∗,WW ∗ and H production in weak boson fusion)
involve HV V coupling

General structure of HV V coupling (from Lorentz invariance):

a1(q1, q2)g
µν + a2(q1, q2)

!

(q1q2) g
µν − qµ1 q

ν
2

"

+ a3(q1, q2)ϵ
µνρσq1ρq2σ

SM, pure CP-even state: a1 = 1, a2 = 0, a3 = 0,

Pure CP-odd state: a1 = 0, a2 = 0, a3 = 1

However, in many BSM models a3 would be loop-induced and
heavily suppressed ⇒ Realistic models often predict a3 ≪ a1

– p. 20

However: in many models (example: SUSY, 2HDM, ...) a3 is 
loop-induced and heavily suppressed

CP
CPCP
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CP properties

58

Observables involving the HVV coupling provide only 
limited sensitivity to effects of a CP-odd component, even 
a rather large CP-admixture would not lead to detectable 
effects in the angular distributions of H → ZZ* → 4 l, etc. 
because of the smallness of a3  

Hypothesis of a pure CP-odd state is experimentally 
disfavoured


However, there are only very weak bounds so far on an 
admixture of CP-even and CP-odd components 

Channels involving only Higgs couplings to fermions could 
provide much higher sensitivity 

⇒
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Interpretation of the signal in extended Higgs sectors: 
signal interpreted as next-to-lightest state H

Extended Higgs sector where the second-lightest (or higher) 
Higgs has SM-like couplings to gauge bosons


Lightest neutral Higgs with heavily suppressed couplings to 
gauge bosons, may have a mass below the LEP limit of 114.4 
GeV for a SM-like Higgs (in agreement with LEP bounds)


Possible realisations: 2HDM, MSSM, NMSSM, ...


A light neutral Higgs in the mass range of about 60-100 GeV      
(above the threshold for the decay of the state at 125 GeV into 
hh) is a generic feature of this kind of scenario. The search for 
Higgses in this mass range has only recently been started at 
the LHC. Such a state could copiously be produced in SUSY 
cascades.

⇒
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Figure 22: Branching ratio of the top quark decay into a charged Higgs boson and a bottom quark,
with the successive decay of the charged Higgs boson into a tau lepton and neutrino, in the heavy
Higgs case. The color coding is the same as in Fig. 15.

Many of our favored and most favored points have MH± > mt (and are thus not visible
in Fig. 22). Charged Higgs bosons with masses above the top quark mass are searched for in
the pp ! tH± production channel with H± ! ⌧⌫⌧ [42, 43, 151] or H± ! tb [43, 152]. These
searches, although concentrating on the charged Higgs mass region that is relevant for the
heavy Higgs interpretation, are not yet sensitive to constrain the favored parameter space.
However, they will become more sensitive with increasing integrated luminosity. Furthermore,
we emphasize again that the decay H± ! hW± is possible and unsuppressed in large parts of
the parameter space, but currently not directly searched for at the LHC. In Sect. 4.4 we will
present specific benchmark scenarios, inspired by our best-fit point in the heavy Higgs case,
that can be employed to study the sensitivity of these searches.

We will now turn to the discussion of the phenomenology of the light CP-even Higgs boson,
h, in the preferred parameter region in the heavy Higgs case. The light CP-even Higgs boson
has a mass in the range (20�90) GeV and a strongly reduced coupling to vector bosons. This is
shown in the top left plot of Fig. 23, where the squared coupling g2

hV V is displayed, normalized
to the corresponding coupling in the SM with the same value of the Higgs boson mass. One
can see that the squared coupling is reduced by a factor of 103 or more with respect to the SM,
as the heavy CP even Higgs boson H in this scenario acquires the coupling to vector bosons
with approximately SM Higgs strength. This results in a strongly reduced cross section for
the LEP Higgs-Strahlung process, e+e� ! Zh. Consequently, the light Higgs boson in this
case would have escaped detection in corresponding LEP Higgs searches. The limits from the
Higgs searches at LEP occur for higher values of the relative squared coupling g2

hV V and are
not visible in this plot.

The reduced light Higgs coupling to vector bosons furthermore leads to a reduced rate of the
h ! �� decay, which happens through a W -boson loop (amongst other contributing diagrams).
In contrast, the light Higgs coupling to gluons is up to ten times stronger than the SM Higgs
boson coupling at very low light Higgs masses, Mh, as shown in the center left plot of Fig. 23,

44
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Global fit in the MSSM, h125 as heavy MSSM Higgs

Figure 23: Light Higgs boson (h) phenomenology, in dependence of the light Higgs mass Mh, in
the heavy Higgs interpretation: (SM normalized) squared hV V coupling, g2hV V , (top left) and hgg
coupling, g2hgg, (middle left), LHC 8 TeV signal rate for the process gg ! h ! �� (bottom left),

branching fractions for the decays h ! bb̄ (top right), h ! ⌧+⌧� (middle right) and the Higgs-to-
Higgs decay H ! hh (bottom right). The color coding is the same as in Fig. 15.

where the (SM normalized) squared light Higgs-gluon coupling, g2
hgg, is shown in dependence

of Mh. This results in an abundant production of the light CP-even Higgs boson via gluon
fusion. The resulting LHC cross section for gg ! h (at 8 TeV) with subsequent decay h ! ��
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Figure 16: Preferred parameter regions in the (MA, tan�) plane (left) and the (µ/MS , At/MS) plane
(right) in the heavy Higgs case. The color coding is the same as in Fig. 15.

4.3.2 Parameter space

We show the fit results for the heavy Higgs interpretation in Fig. 16 in the (MA, tan �)
plane (left) and the (µ/MS, At/MS) plane (right). The preferred parameter points expand
over only a narrow range in the parameters determining the Higgs sector at lowest order,
MA ⇠ (140, 185) GeV and tan � ⇠ 6 � 11. Compared to our previous results [19], where
we found smaller values MA ⇠ (110 � 140) GeV being preferred, the favored parameter re-
gion has shifted towards larger MA values, caused by several reasons. Firstly, at small values
MA . 150 GeV the CP-odd Higgs boson A potentially contributes to the predicted signal rate
at 125 GeV in the ⌧+⌧� channel.19 In that case, the predicted signal rate would tend to be
higher than the total observed ⌧+⌧� rate, resulting in a larger �2 from HiggsSignals. In
Ref. [19] we also took a possible signal overlap of H and A in the ⌧+⌧� channel into account;
the measurements at that time, however, were not accurate enough to notably a↵ect the fit
outcome. Secondly, parameter points with charged Higgs masses MH+ below 160 GeV are
strongly constrained by exclusion limits from LHC searches for a charged Higgs boson in top
quark decays, t ! H+b, with successive decay to ⌧ leptons, H+ ! ⌧+⌫⌧ [42, 43]. At tree-level,
the CP-odd and charged Higgs masses are related as M2

H±,tree = M2
A + M2

W , thus, these con-
straints apply in particular at low values MA . 140 GeV. In Ref. [19] we found good discovery
prospects for the heavy Higgs case in t ! H+b ! (⌧⌫⌧ )b searches. Based on the most recent
limits from such searches performed by ATLAS and CMS [42,43] the favored parameter regions
of Ref. [19] are now excluded and the new preferred parameter space has moved towards larger
MA values in the light of the updated limits. Thirdly, another reason for disfavoring MA values
below ⇠ 150 GeV is the prediction of somewhat too large values of BR(B ! Xs�), as will be
discussed below.

19HiggsSignals automatically adds the signal rates of Higgs bosons that overlap within the combined exper-
imental and theoretical mass uncertainties. For most Higgs channels with ⌧+⌧� final states, the experimental
mass resolution is assumed to be 20% · mH ⇡ 25 GeV, thus the signals of a 125 GeV heavy Higgs H and a
150 GeV CP-odd Higgs A would be added.
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Very light Higgs h is compatible with the experimental results 
Tight constraints in the MSSM from charged Higgs searches
⇒

[P. Bechtle et al. ’16]
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⇒

Mass of the lightest and next-to-lightest Higgs in the NMSSM: 

Variation of λ leads to cross-over behaviour between 
doublet-like and singlet-like state                                      
The case where the signal at 125 GeV is not the lightest 
Higgs arises generically in the NMSSM

The NMSSM: two Higgs doublets and a singlet
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Figure 1: Mass of the lightest and next-to lightest CP-even Higgs-states, mh1 (left) and
mh2 (right), at tree-level, one-loop and two-loop order. At one-loop order all corrections
of the NMSSM are included with their momentum-dependence. The two-loop corrections
are approximated by the MSSM-type contributions of O(–t–s, –b–s, –2

t , –t–b) including the
resummation of the leading and next-to-leading logarithms (see text). The dotted line repre-
sents 125 GeV. The ⁄ values for which a cross-over behaviour between the masses occurs are
at the tree-level ⁄(0)

c ¥ 0.26, at one-loop order ⁄(1)
c ¥ 0.22 and at two-loop order ⁄(2)

c ¥ 0.23.

at equal footing, the SM-like state is most sensitive to genuine NMSSM-type contributions
in the region of the cross-over behaviour.

3.3 Numerically leading Contributions at the one-loop Level
For the prediction in the MSSM the top/stop sector contributions are numerically leading.
In the studied scenario, given in tab. 2, the genuine NMSSM-corrections are suppressed
w.r.t. the corresponding MSSM-like stop-corrections since ⁄ . 0.32 < Yt, see the discussion
in sect. 2.4. Thus, the genuine NMSSM corrections from this sector are expected to be
sub-leading.

In order to study the impact of the genuine NMSSM contributions we compare the ap-
proximation based on the leading MSSM-type one-loop corrections in the gauge-less limit of
O(Y 2

t ), labelled as “t/t̃-MSSM” in fig. 2, with the one where the genuine NMSSM correc-
tions of O(⁄Yt, ⁄2) are incorporated. The di�erence between the mass predictions in the two
approximations is plotted as a function of ⁄ for mh1 and mh2 in the left plot of fig. 2.8 We
find that for the whole range of ⁄ in the plot the impact of the genuine NMSSM corrections
of O(⁄Yt, ⁄2) remains less than 0.5 GeV. The largest di�erence between the two approxima-
tions occurs for the light singlet-like state h1 at large values of ⁄ close to the upper limit of
⁄ ¥ 0.32 shown in the plot. In fact, for mh1 the di�erence between the two approximations
is seen to rise sharply for increasing values of ⁄. On the other hand, at the ⁄ value where
the cross-over behaviour occurs, ⁄(1)

c , the di�erence between the two approximations is seen
to have a local maximum but remains small, below 0.1 GeV. For the doublet-like state,
which has a one-loop mass of more than 130 GeV (see fig. 1), the corrections from genuine

8The prediction for the heaviest CP-even state, mh3 , is not shown here since the di�erence between the
two approximations does not exceed 10 MeV in our sample scenario .
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in the particular configuration of Fig.4). Note that varying tan� (or the squark spectrum) displaces the
favoured region in the {, �} plane: indeed the magnitude of the mass-contribution, which originates
from the mixing among Higgs-states and optimizes the mass of the light doublet state with respect to the
LHC signals, changes accordingly. Another reason for the improved fit values in the presence of a light
singlet is associated with small deviations (at the percent level) from the standard values in the couplings
of the light doublet to SM particles: the mixing with the singlet results in an increased flexibility of the
doublet-composition of the state, which in turn allows for a possibly improved match with the measured
signals.

Figure 5: Same scan as in Fig.4 but showing the characteristics of the CP-even states (mass, singlet-
composition, relative coupling h1ZZ, mass-shift of the doublet-like h2).

The composition of the two lightest CP-even states in the scan of Fig.4 is displayed in the upper part
of Fig.5: Sij denotes the orthogonal matrix rotating the CP-even Higgs sector from the gauge eigenstates
– second index ‘j’; j = 3 stands for the singlet component – to the mass eigenbase – first index ‘i’; the
mass states are ordered with increasing mass. One observes that significant singlet-doublet mixing up
to ⇠ 20% can be reached in the vicinity of mh0
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⇠ 100 GeV, although best-fitting points show a mixing

under ⇠ 5%. This latter fact is related to the size of the mass-shift optimizing the mass of the doublet-like
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2
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Coupling of the lightest Higgs to gauge bosons:

SM-like Higgs at 125 GeV + singlet-like Higgs at lower mass  
The case where the signal at 125 GeV is not the lightest Higgs 
arises generically if the Higgs singlet is light                      
Strong suppression of the coupling to gauge bosons⇒

Example: NMSSM with a light Higgs singlet
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NMSSM interpretation of the observed signal

Extended Higgs sector where h(125) is not the lightest state: 
NMSSM with a SM-like Higgs at 125 GeV + a light singlet              
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Best fit values 
[F. Domingo, G. W. ’15]

Additional light Higgs with suppressed couplings to gauge 
bosons, in agreement with all existing constraints
⇒
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Light NMSSM Higgs: comparison of gg →h1 → 𝛾𝛾 
with the SM case and the ATLAS limit on fiducial σ
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⇒ Limit starts to probe the NMSSM parameter space                     
But: best fit region is far below the present sensitivity


              

Figure 11: On the left: gluon-gluon-fusion cross-section for the mostly-singlet state, then decaying into
a pair of photons, for a center of mass energy of 8 TeV, in the scan of Fig.9; the corresponding value
for a SM Higgs boson is given by the green curve. On the right, a reproduction of the ATLAS limit on
the fiducial cross-section for a light Higgs state (in the presence of the ⇠ 125 GeV one) decaying into
photons.

points of the scan. Unconventional decay rates also appear as a possibility when the singlets are beyond
⇠ 125 GeV (blue points), even though maximal diphoton rates remain below ⇠ 1%.

In Fig.11, we study how the Higgs production cross-section at 8 TeV compares to the ATLAS limits
on the fiducial cross-section for the diphoton decay channel [43]. We estimated the cross-section for the
light Higgs states of the scan of Fig.9 in the following way: we multiplied the SM gluon-gluon-fusion
cross-section delivered by SusHi [45] by the squared e↵ective coupling of h0

1 to gluons, relative to its
SM value at the same mass, and the diphoton branching ratio of h0

1. We observe that the cross-section
may almost reach the order of magnitude probed experimentally, both when the singlet is heavier or
lighter than 125 GeV (note that in the immediate vicinity of 125 GeV, comparing the cross-section of the
mostly-singlet state with the ATLAS limit has limited sense, due to the possibly large mixing between
singlet and doublet states), although the best-fitting points tend to cluster around much smaller values
– at or below the 1 fb range. Further searches in the low-mass region, in the diphoton but also in the
fermionic channels, would be an interesting probe and place limits on the light-singlet scenario.

In Fig.12, we vary tan� and � somewhat so as to modulate the strength of the F-term contribution to
the tree-level doublet Higgs mass. As a result, larger singlet-doublet mixings are favoured: the two-state
mixing uplift can indeed compensate the decreased tree-level contribution and thus help maintain the
mass of the light doublet state in the vicinity of ⇠ 125 GeV. In agreement with our discussion in section
4, we observe that large singlet-doublet mixing, up to ⇠ 25%, may be achieved for a singlet mass in the
range [90� 100] GeV, with excellent fit-values to the Higgs measurement data. Therefore, this low tan�
regime also motivates the search for a light singlet state, possibly responsible for the ⇠ 2.3 � excess in
the LEP e+e� ! h! bb̄ channel. The magnitude of the mass uplift for the doublet state in this region
may again reach up to 6� 8 GeV, as we observe on the plot on the bottom left-hand side of Fig.12.

Concerning the prospects of discovery of the light state in pair production, the Higgs-to-Higgs cou-
plings in the scan of Fig.12 are displayed on the right-hand side of this figure. The typical magnitude
would be close to 10�40% of gSM

H3 for h2�h1�h1, 0�30%, for h2�h2�h1, and 85�100%, for h2�h2�h2

(in the region where the lightest state is a singlet). The impact of the singlet-doublet couplings on the
apparent Higgs pair production cannot be simply estimated as the latter depends on several interfering
diagrams. We see however that the typical couplings reach ⇠ 30% of the pure-doublet value.

Although all these observations are essentially similar to our discussion in section 4, the crucial point
rests upon the fact that such a Higgs phenomenology is also achievable in this low tan� / large �
regime, without relying on large radiative corrections to the Higgs masses. This provides a motivation
for relatively-light supersymmetric spectra (at least, as far as the third generation is concerned). In the
(ever less likely) case where the search for stops at the LHC would crown this configuration, deviations
of the Higgs couplings from the SM expectations could be generated at the loop level and be considered

18
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2 Relation of the Higgs mass and width to the complex pole

of the propagator

Before we start our discussion of off-shell effects in H → V V (∗) in the subsequent section,
we shortly elaborate on the relation between the mass and total width of the Higgs boson
and the complex pole of the propagator. Denoting with m0 the tree-level Higgs mass and
with Σ̂ the renormalized self-energy of the Higgs propagator, the complex pole is obtained
through the relation M2 −m2

0 + Σ̂(M2) = 0, where the complex pole can be written in the
form M2 = m2

H
− imHΓH . Therein mH is the physical Higgs mass and ΓH the total width of

the Higgs boson. Expanding the inverse propagator around the complex pole yields

p2 −m2
0 + Σ̂(p2) ≃ (p2 −M2)

!

1 + Σ̂′(M2)
"

(1)

in the vicinity of the complex pole. Accordingly, the Higgs propagator in the vicinity of the
complex pole can be expressed in the well-known form of a Breit-Wigner propagator with
constant width ΓH ,

∆H(p2) =
i

p2 −M2
=

i

p2 −m2
H
+ imHΓH

. (2)

Away from the pole, i.e. in the far off-shell region with p2 ≫ m2
H
, the Higgs width is not of

relevance. For the specific processes that are considered in this paper our choice is equivalent
to the complex-mass scheme [41, 42], which is known to provide gauge-independent results.
Differences with respect to the scheme defined in Refs. [43–45] are expected to be small, in
particular since the constant width ΓH is close to the width therein [45]. For our subsequent
discussion we fix mH = 125GeV and ΓSM

H
= 4.07 · 10−3 GeV, the latter in accordance with

the prescription of the LHC Higgs cross section working group (LHC-HXSWG) [9–11].

3 Off-shell contributions in H → ZZ(∗) and H → W±W∓(∗)

Given the two dominant production processes for a Higgs bosonH at a linear collider, e+e− →
ZH and e+e− → νν̄H, we discuss the validity of the zero-width approximation (ZWA) for
the Higgs decays H → WW (∗) and H → ZZ(∗) within this section. The relevant Feynman
diagrams are presented in Fig. 1. Our discussion follows Refs. [12–14], which are specific to
the dominant production process at the LHC, gluon fusion.

e+

e−

Z

V

V (∗)

H

e+

e−

ν̄
V (∗)

V

ν

W

W H

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for (a) e+e− → ZH → ZV V (∗); (b) e+e− → νν̄H → νν̄V V (∗).

Supplementing the ZWA for the production and the decay part of the process with a
Breit-Wigner propagator, the differential cross section e+e− → ZH → ZV V can be written

3

Sensitivity to the small signal of an additional heavy 
Higgs boson in a Two-Higgs-Doublet model (2HDM) 
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ILC: Potential sensitivity beyond the kinematic reach of Higgs pair 
production

⇒
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Figure 15: Event rates for e+e− → e+e−uūdd̄ for
√
s = 1TeV and

!

Ldt = 500 fb−1 after the
cut pT,4j > 75GeV as a function of the invariant mass of the 4 jets muūdd̄ in the context of
a type II 2HDM with tan β = 1 for different values of (a,b) sβ−α := sin(β − α) = 0.95; (c,d)
sβ−α = 0.98 and (e,f) sβ−α = 0.99 and the two mass scenarios (a,c,e) mH = 400GeV and
(b,d,f) mH = 600GeV.
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Higgs couplings

Higgs couplings, tree level:

ghVV = sin(β − α) gSMHVV, gHVV = cos(β − α) gSMHVV, V = W±, Z

ghAZ = cos(β − α)
g′

2 cos θW
, gHAZ = sin(β − α)

−g′

2 cos θW

⇒ ghVV ≤ gSMHVV, ghVV, gHVV, ghAZ, gHAZ cannot all be small

In decoupling limit, MA ≫MZ (already realized for MA
>
∼ 150 GeV):

cos(β − α)→ 0

⇒ h is SM-like, H and A decouple from gauge bosons

⇒ Cannot use WBF channels for production of heavy SUSY

Higgses; no H → ZZ → 4µ decay
Beyond the Standard Model (Higgs), Georg Weiglein, IMFP13, Santander, 05 / 2013 – p. 36
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Figure 15: Event rates for e+e− → νν̄uūdd̄ for
√
s = 1TeV and

!

Ldt = 500 fb−1 after the
cut pT,4j > 75GeV as a function of the invariant mass of the 4 jets muūdd̄ in the context of
a type II 2HDM with tan β = 1 for different values of (a,b) sβ−α := sin(β − α) = 0.95; (c,d)
sβ−α = 0.98 and (e,f) sβ−α = 0.99 and the two mass scenarios (a,c,e) mH = 400GeV and
(b,d,f) mH = 600GeV.
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